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Abstract. Usability as an área of knowledge of Computer Science closest to the 
user, has seen enhance their interest and development in recent times, due to the 
diversity of devices and forms of interaction. At the same time, educational insti-
tutions, aware of the potential existing in new technologies, and the disruption 
caused, invest their resources in the implementation of virtual learning platforms. 
In this investment, they seek diversify in the tools that allow the development of 
new teaching strategies, which are ubiquitous and continuous, adaptable to the 
needs of the user. In this context, a usability study is carried out, sustained in the 
method of inquiry with the questionnaire technique, following the proposal of 
Ferreira & Sanz in 2009, measuring the parameters of Satisfaction, Learning, 
Operability, Attractiveness, Contení and Communication. The best results are 
obtained in the Learning and Contení indicators, and with lower scores the Oper
ability, highlighting in the latter the low valué in the Accessibility and Availability 
indicators. According to the results obtained, a proposal for improvements is 
proposed, in order to achieve a greater degree of usability in the mentioned envi-
ronment. Finally, these improvements are implemented in the case study, making 
a new evaluation of users in order to valídate the improvements made. 
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1 Introduction 

Several of the human activities require the management of large amounts of information 
in relatively short times, as well as the constant decisión making, to be quickly and 
efficiently allow the development and advancement of all types of entities around the 
world for the benefit of humanity. The highlight of this accelerated change is the migra-
tion of the various services to Inter-net; supported by technological platforms that elim
ínate spatial and temporal barriers allowing access to millions of users to the information 
they contain. One of the fields that since many years ago it has adopted as a strategic 
ally to new technologies, is the educational field, which through large platforms supports 
the teaching-learning process. 
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Therefore, the need to develop computer applications centered on the user is evident. 
In this sense, usability has become a factor with a more important role even than the 
information architecture itself or content management and increasingly arouses greater 
interest in the community of developers, who emphasize rigorous processes of evalua
tion during and after development. Based on these aspects, the research aims to: a) Carry 
out a usability study of the UTPL Learning Management System (LMS) that was based 
on different parameters that allow identify the aspects that negatively affect the usability 
conditions of the platform; b) Formúlate alternative solutions for the LMS platform to 
guarantee, favor and facilítate the teaching-learning process for teachers and students; 
c) Implement the improvement proposal in a test site to determine the feasibility of these 
being moved to the real operating environment. 

The report begins with a general theoretical revisión and state of the art on the 
Usability in higher education fields, with several LMS platforms, with greater emphasis 
on the MOODLE platform. It also analyzes emerging methodologies, considering the 
methods, techniques and parameters used by researchers in the área to carry out this type 
of evaluation. Next, the study conducted with the specific EVA of the UTPL is presented 
as a case study, from the model proposed by Ferreira and Sanz [1, 2] at the Universidad 
de la Plata. Then, the proposal of improvement of conformity to the representative 
problems revealed during the evaluation is shared, with the purpose of reaching a greater 
degree of usability within the environment. At the end, its implementation is detailed in 
the Moodle 1.9 platform hosted on a test server. 

2 Usability 

2.1 Theoretical Framework 

Usability "studies the essential characteristics that a software or computer application 
must have in order to guarantee easy access to any person regardless of the technology 
available, and the knowledge they have about the use of ICT [3]. Bevan [4] shares a 
fairly specific definition, explaining how the usability and acceptability of a system or 
product for a particular class of users that perform specific tasks in a specific environ
ment, where ease of use affects performance and user satisfaction and acceptability 
affects whether the product is used or not". Torres-Carrión [5], explains the great 
coverage of Usability, which evolves as a sub-area of UX, with great consideration in 
the scientific field for the design of quality; explains in [6] hat the study of Usability 
depends not only on the interaction system, but on how it has been validated and what 
the objectives were, and in the educational field it also has as premise that the learning 
attributes will vary between people, and this variable extends its valué if we also consider 
the context from which it is evaluated. 

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has also been concerned 
with providing technical and scientific coverage to this área of science. In the general 
field of quality in the Software industry, the ISO/IEC 9126-1:2001 standard is presented, 
later revised in ISO/IEC 25010:2011 (updated to 2017), where the key quality factors 
are established, including among them usability, and it is defined as a subset of quality 
in use consisting of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, for consistency with its 
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Fig. 4. Overall results of teachers functional tests 

6 Conclusions 

The development of this research work has allowed the acquisition of numerous knowl-
edge and valuable experiences related to usability, a topic of interest at present in which 
humanity is virtually daily connected to the Internet to perform various activities. The 
objectives and level of knowledge of the users complicate the panorama of this techno-
logical environment. This is enough reason for the development of websites based on a 
user-centered methodology to be an alternative, a topic that has merited attention in 
various sectors. The study conducted on the subject has allowed to reach the following 
conclusions: 

• A study case of evaluation of the usability of the Learning Management System LMS 
of the UTPL, which was carried out with the participation of real users of the platform 
(teachers and students) in order to obtain real results. 

• A set of metrics and a scale was define that mark an initial diagnosis of usability for 
this type of platforms quantitatively, which was apply and validate in a study case. 

• The improvement proposal was raised based on the analysis of the results obtained, 
the same ones that reveal those attributes that are located at an improvable or critical 
level, such as Communication, Personalization, Accessibility, Availability and 
Speed, which can be solved with a appropriate configuration of the platform and in 
the last two cases with the intervention of the UTPL through the cloud services 
project. 

• The implementation allowed a post-study of the platform, determining that it offers 
a variety of alternatives to intégrate sufficient and necessary functionalities to 
improve usability; this is corroborated by post-implementation tests that demónstrate 
its functionality with results above 80% and acceptance levéis above 85%. 

The favorable results of the usability study do not depend only on the platform 
available in the institutional web portal. Although it is true that it is the main factor, in 
platforms with a high degree of parameterization, it ais o depends to a large extent on 
the policies established by the Educational Institution that adopts it, the administrators, 
the teachers and the students. In this way, the range of possibilities offered by the LMS 



can be adequately and converted into an efficient and effective environment that 
guarantees satisfaction in its use. 
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